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Seal Press, United States, 2002. Paperback. Condition: New. New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. It has been decades since women of colour first turned feminism upside down, exposing the
70s feminist movement as exclusive, white, and unaware of the concerns and issues of women of
colour from around the globe. Now a new generation of brilliant, outspoken women of colour is
speaking to the concerns of a new feminism, and to their place in it. Daisy Hernandez of Ms.
magazine and poet Bushra Rehman have collected a diverse, lively group of emerging writers who
speak to their experience,to the strength and rigidity of community and religion, to borders and
divisions, both internal and external,and address issues that take feminism into the twenty-first
century. One writer describes herself as a mixed brown girl, Sri-Lankan and New England mill-town
white trash, and clearly delineates the organizing differences between whites and women of colour:
We do not kick ass the way the white girls do, in meetings of NOW or riot grrl. For us, it s all about
family. A Korean-American woman struggles to create her own identity in a traditional community:
Yam-ja-neh means nice, sweet, compliant. I ve heard it used...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication might be well worth a read through, and much better than other. It is amongst the most incredible book i actually have read through. I am
delighted to tell you that here is the finest book i actually have read through inside my own life and could be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Ar a cely Hickle-- Ar a cely Hickle

The ebook is fantastic and great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Your life period will probably be convert as soon as you
comprehensive reading this ebook.
-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe-- Dr . Alber tha  Hoppe
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